The Tory press is working overtime! Every rumor and falsehood is headlined to give a picture of complete surrender and defeat for the heroic Loyalists.

Why have the "Sun," the "Tribune," and the "Times" become vultures eagerly awaiting the kill in Spain?

Here is the answer: the American Tories feature their lies to crush the tremendous movement for LIFTING THE EMBARGO in a tidal wave of pessimistic defeatism. They try to drown the overwhelming sentiment against the unneutral "Neutrality Act" in the hypocritical cry: "It's too late now."

But how can we surrender to defeatism for one minute, while Spain keeps its courage in the face of Fascist bullets? We see now more than ever the need for LIFTING THE EMBARGO. Spain is still the focal point of the world democratic front against Fascist aggression! Neogrín and Miaja have promised to hold the fort of Democracy to the last around Madrid and Valencia! Catalonia's loss was a defeat for Democracy in one sector of the world front. This loss can be outweighed by a big victory at our part of the front.

The most decisive blow we can deliver against Fascism is LIFTING THE EMBARGO NOW! DO YOUR PART!

Write or wire Senators Borah and Norris at the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, Washington, D.C.
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